THRILL OF THE CHASTE
Simple Italian refuge with mesmerising mountain views

THE STY’S THE LIMIT
West Country piggery becomes a family home
inspiration
Some of the design effects in this issue, recreated by Grace McMordie

1. It’s not possible that the mix of Indianate tiles in the Fourbett’s Bey Hotel’s great hall are in the book of tinned copper, made by Waicei in the 1930s, and by the late 1950s, they were in the book of tiles. To get the patchwork effect, without the skill of the potters, a ‘Beijing’ style tile and ‘Lampshade’ (31 x 31cm each) are the roof like those on page 75. Ring 020 7431 3564, or visit balenciag.com.

2. Got the hump because you haven’t found your door down yet? Follow Christopher Hoddle’s lead, with camel-back number (page 49). George Smith’s fixed seat “Chippendale” from £7,505 would be a great match, not least if it’s covered with green gcuffe. Take a look at ‘Tattini & Chatel’s Manor’ (page 104-105), £2,322 per m., Ring 020 7344 1094 or visit georgsmith.com. Ring 020 7351 4798, or visit revere.com.

3. Ha! Bad readers might have noticed that the ‘blue’ on the wall of the loggia in Stokesley’s Mortville Hall is, in fact, a wallpaper (page 58). One of Soane Brittan’s, emerald ‘Tapler Square’ costs £300 per 10m roll. Ring 020 7731 6405, or visit soane.co.uk.

4. The best things in life are small - look at the glass triple-ogre lamp in Mortville Hall’s book room (if you don’t agree page 52). While you can’t fill Porta Romana’s ‘Drape’ (£1,488 without shade) with roses in a lidded, the crisscrossed textural lines of its own. Ring 01420 23005, or visit portaroman.com.

5. The blue on the wall of the loggia in Stokesley’s Mortville Hall is, in fact, a wallpaper (page 58). If you like the look but haven’t got a project for a designer, you can’t go wrong with Pierre Frey’s indigo ‘Ivan Ory’ linen. It’s yours for £122.60 per m. Ring 020 7326 3596, or visit pierrefrey.com.

6. At last, a choice - the cat cushion makes the sofa in their deli the perfect place for shoppers to curl up on (page 74). Costing £140 approx from the Claska

7. Admiring the Spatulax-style chair - designer in Gibert Pople’s Berlin kitchen (page 85), we launched a mission to find something with a similar style. The winner of our space race’ Rosie L’s ‘Paloma’, £10,800 from Remains Lighting. Ring 020 3056 6547, or visit remodels.com.

8. The German architect’s metal kettle is just our cup of tea (page 85). Yes? Too bad! He’s not on this Korean metalwolf’s market. Made of golden anodized aluminium and available from Objects of Use, a two-litre version costs £39. Ring 01865 841705, or visit objectsofuse.com.

9. We had a whale of time exploring the over-sized marine illustrations in the Stazione Zoologica in Naples (page 90) - a perfect fusion of science and art. So too are the prints of educational charts of our life, which are available as wrapping paper (from £2.99) or posters (£13.99). Visit presentspecificative.com.

10. Candy’s simply dandy when it comes to stripes - just look at the curtain in a guest-room in Robert Jacob and David White’s Italian home (page 42). Fanciful jumping on the bandwagon! Schumacher’s red ‘Andy Stripe’, £146.60 per m., will hit the notes for £6.00 per m. Visit Turnbull & Togon on 020 7259 7480, or visit turnbullandtogon.com.

11. Green Italian latticework brings a touch of colour to the cool and calm interiors of the house in the Monti Aurelius (page 58). Traditional in Italy, such painted pottery is also available from Montes & Clark: its bejewelled platters cost £48 each. Ring 01717 230861, or visit montesandclark.co.uk.

12. A bright red wicker chair forms part of the eclectic interior arrangement of a studio in Robert Jacob and David White’s Alpine abode (page 47). Considering your own domestic compositions? Culture Valentine’s ‘Casa’ armchair, £195, might be the fiery focal point you’ve been after. Ring 0333 2406167, or visit culturevaluedirect.co.uk.